Introduction
Data compression is one of good solutions to reduce data size that can save the time of discovering useful knowledge by using appropriate methods, for example, data mining [5] . Data mining is used to help users discover interesting and useful knowledge more easily. It is more and more popular to apply the association rule mining in recent years because of its wide applications in many fields such as stock analysis, web log mining, medical diagnosis, customer market analysis, and bioinformatics. In this research, the main focus is on association rule mining and data pre-process with data compression. Proposed a knowledge discovery process from compressed databases in which can be decomposed into the following two steps [2] .
The exponential growth in genomic data accumulation possesses the challenge to develop analysis procedures to be able to interpret useful information from this data. And these analytical procedures are broadly called as "Data Mining". Data mining (also known as Knowledge Discovery in Databases -KDD) has been defined as "The nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful information from data" [10] .The goal of data mining is to automate the process of finding interesting patterns and trends from a give data. Several data mining methodologies have been proposed to analyze large amounts of gene expression data. Most of these techniques can be broadly classified as Cluster analysis and Classification techniques. These techniques have been widely used to identify groups of genes sharing similar expression profiles and the results obtained so far have been extremely valuable. [3, 5, 7] However, the metrics adopted in these clustering techniques have discovered only a subset of relationships among the many potential relationship possible between the transcripts [9] . Clustering can work well when there is already a wealth of knowledge about the pathway in question, but it works less well when this knowledge is sparse [11] . The inherent nature of clustering and classification methodologies makes it less suited for mining previously unknown rules and pathways. We propose using another technique -Association Rule Mining for mining microarray data and it is our understanding that Association-rule mining can mine for rules that will help in discovering new pathways unknown before.
The efficiency tradeoffs between saving space and CPU (machine "thinking" time) are explored. Examples of the level of possible space savings are presented. The Goal is to provide fundamental knowledge in order to encourage deliberate consideration of the COMPRESS: option. Storage space and accessing time are always serious considerations when working with large data sets. compression, provide you with ways of decreasing the amount of space needed to store these data sets and decreasing the time in which observations are retrieved for processing. It offers several methods for decreasing data set size and processing time, considers when such techniques are particularly useful, and looks at the tradeoffs for the different strategies. Data set compression is a technique for "squeezing out" excess blanks and abbreviating repeated strings of values for the purpose of decreasing the data set's size and thus lowering the amount of storage space it requires. Due to an increased awareness about data mining, text mining and big data applications across all domains the value of www.iosrjournals.org 80 | Page data has been realized and is resulting in data sets with a large number of variables and increased observation size [15] . Often it takes a lot of time to process these datasets which can have an impact on delivery timelines. When there is limited permanent storage space, storing such large datasets may cause serious problems. Best way to handle some of these constraints is by making a large dataset smaller, by reducing the number of observations and/or variables or by reducing the size of the variables, without losing valuable information.
II. Related Work
The Apriori [1] algorithm is one of the classical algorithms in the association rule mining. It uses simple steps to discover frequent itemsets. Apriori algorithm is given below, Lk is a setof k-itemsets. It is also called large k-itemsets. Ck is a set of candidate k-itemsets. How to discover frequent itemsets? Apriori algorithm finds out the patterns from short frequent itemsets to long frequent itemsets. It does not know how many times the process should take beforehand. It is determined by the relation of items in a transaction. The process of the algorithm is as follows: At the first step, after scanning the transaction database, it generates frequent 1-itemsets and then generates candidate 2-itemsets by means of joining frequent 1-itemsets. At the second step, it scans the transaction database to check the count of candidate 2-itemsets [1] . It will prune some candidate 2-itemsets if the counts of candidate 2-itemsets are less than predefined minimum support. After pruning, the remaining candidate 2-itemsets become frequent 2-itemsets which are also called large 2-itemsets. It generates candidate 3-itemsets by means of joining frequent 2-itemsets. Therefore, CK is generated by joining large (K-1)-itemsets obtained in the previous step. Large K itemsets are generated after pruning. The process will not stop until no more candidate itemset is generated.
Since most data occupy a large amount of storage space, it is beneficial to reduce the data size which makes the data mining process more efficient with the same results. Compressing the transactions of databases is one way to solve the problem.
[1] Proposed a new approach for processing the merged transaction database. It is very effective to reduce the size of a transaction database. Their algorithm is divided into data preprocess and data mining. Sub-process transforms the original database into a new data representation. It uses lexical symbols to represent raw data. Here, it's assumed that items in a transaction are sorted in lexicographic order. Another sub-process is sorting all the transactions to various groups of transactions and then merges each group into a new transaction. For example, T1= {A, B, C, E} and T2 = {A, B, C, D} are two transactions. T1 and T2 are merged into a new transaction T3= {A2, B2, C2, D1, E1}.
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Proposed Method
The description of the proposed algorithm focuses on compressing the dataset through building a quantification table. The dataset is sorted in lexicographical order and then this sorted dataset is use to create desired number of groups of the dataset, now we built the quantification table for each group and then by reading the postfix items from the table we get the compressed dataset. Finally, an example is provided to show the processes of our method. To simplify the description, it assumes the items in each transaction are presented in a lexicographical order.
Procedure:
Step 1: Read the original database.
Step 2: Sort the database in lexicographical order.
Step 3: Group the sorted database.
Step 4: Identify maximum length Transaction in each groups.
Step 5: Built quantification table
Step 6: Read postfix items from each quantification table
Step 7: Combine postfix items in table.
Step 8: Compressed datasets.
Step 9: Discover frequent itemset 
Experimental Results
We implement the algorithm in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 to evaluate the performance of our design and all experiments run on a PC of Intel Pentium 4 3.0GHz processor with DDR 400MHz 4GB main memory. Synthetic datasets are generated by using the items for our experiment. To the best of our knowledge, no research work has been dedicated to discovering frequent items for large data compression. We compare our approach with mining merge approach to show its effectiveness for the overall system performance evaluation. The table I representing the minimum support and execution time for mining merge and proposed algorithm. The performance of algorithms are analyzed in our experiment from Fig 6, it shows that the proposed algorithm performs better than the mining merge algorithm because it is possible to reduce more I/O time in the proposed algorithm. In general, the performance of using a quantification table is better than without using it. The proposed algorithm takes less time to compress the data than the mining merge algorithm for the varying minimum support.
Graph representing the comparison of mining merge and proposed algorithm when minimum support varying. Algorithms are analyzed on the basis of minimum support and execution time. The graph shows that for every value of support the proposed algorithm takes less time to execute than the mining merge algorithm. Graph shows that performance of proposed algorithm is better than mining merge algorithm. 
Conclusion
We have proposed an innovative approach to generate compressed dataset for efficient frequent data mining. The effectiveness and efficiency are verified by experimental results on large dataset. It can not only reduce number of transactions in original dataset but also improve the I/O time required by dataset scan and improve the efficiency of mining process.
